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Chill Wellness institute & spa

The atmosphere at Chill Wellness is truly designed to give every client a  
mini-vacation from the stress and pressure of New York City’s hectic pace. Chill 
is on the cutting edge of a trend where traditional spa services are incorporated 
with a total wellness approach that creates beauty inside and out. 

Chill’s Bodyworks selection includes not only traditional therapeutic massage, 
but also heated basalt lava stone treatments to dissolve tension, and a “Rolling 
Stone” treatment that combines Swedish massage with basalt lava stone  
massage. 

All facials (including the luxurious 24-Karat Gold Facial!) begin with Chill’s 
Signature Overture – digital pressure back massage incorporating lymphatic 
drainage followed by a self-heating mudpack smoothed along the spine to 
remove toxins. Chill also offers glycolic or salicylic gel peels and a Vitamin C 
Oxygen Facial.

Medi Spa treatments include laser hair removal, vascular treatments, and  
treatments for hyper pigmentation. Other spa services include ear candling, 
oxygen treatments, waxing, manicures and pedicures.

Chill’s Wellness Menu features the Chill City Bootcamp Classes, which focus  
on teaching clients to enjoy working out and making fitness a part of everyday 
life. Topics such as nutrition and goal setting are covered in addition to the 
45-minute Bootcamp workout. For a real getaway, Chill offers a Fitness Boot 
Camp Vacation in the Dominican Republic.

At Chill Wellness, the number one goal is to provide affordable luxuries  
to all clients.

40 a east 33rd street
new York, nY
212.213.2000
www.chillwellnyc.com

Danna homburger expert 
eleCtrolYsis anD laser hair 
removal
Voted best laser hair removal specialist in 
NYC, Danna Homburger knows how to make 
unwanted hair a non-issue. Meet at her peaceful 
57th Street office for a private consultation to 
find the best solution for you personally. With 
20+ years experience, Danna works on all skin 
types to achieve magnificent results. Whether 
by electrolysis or by laser, get liberated from 
tweezing, waxing and ingrowns--permanently!

57 West 57th street
suite 1401
new York, nY
212.755.0671 


